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The book is divided into six parts. Part I describes the
geographical features of the continent, followed in Parts II
and in by a history of exploration leading to the territorial
claims of the early 20th century, and to India's growing
intereston behalf of the UnitedNations from 1956 onward.
Part IV deals with current politics, including, with a
detailed analysis of the Antarctic Treaty System. Part V is
a study of resource issues, and in Part VI, 'The future and
India's share in it', the author describes India's stakes on
the continent and her role as a full member of the Antarctic
Treaty System.

As one of very few Antarctic publications to have come
from India, this work obviously merits attention. The
author, who lectures on political geography and geopoli-
tics at the Panjab University, analyses the political realities
and complexities of Antarctic issues, and India's stake in
them. 'Dawning of Antarctica' provides a comprehensive,
up-to-date overview of Antarctic geopolitics, though one
would have hoped for a more detailed analysis of India's
interests on the continent, and the reasons for her long-
term involvement in Antarctic exploration, science and
politics since 1982. (Anita Dey, Scott Polar Research
Institute, University of Cambridge, Lensfield Road,
Cambridge CB2 1ER.)

ANTARCTIC PLACE NAMES

GAZETEER OF THE ANTARCTIC. US Board on
Geographic Names. 1990. (Fourth edition). Washington,
National Science Foundation. 145p, soft cover. NSF 89-
98.

The previous edition of this work, published in 1981 under
the title 'Geographic names of the Antarctic' (reviewed in
Polar Record2l(l30): 75-76,1982), is now out of print. It
contained entries for 11,604 place-names, complete with
descriptive and historical notes on the features, in addition
to the geographical co-ordinates. Since its publication 758
new place-names have been adopted by the US Board on
Geographic Names. The new edition thus lists 12,362
approved names together with co-ordinates, but the exclu-
sion of the notes has led to a very much slimmer book. A
small proportion (2,546) of the total number of 'unap-
proved variant names' (or synonyms) in several languages
are also listed, not only in separate cross-referenced entries
to approved names (as in the last edition) but also as
indents under the approved names, a convenience previ-
ously lacking.

In nearly all the foreign synonyms the generic part of
the name comes first, for example 'Isla Torre' for Tower
Island. For alphabetical listing the usual practice is to
invert the name so that, in the example given, it is listed
uner 'T'. Not so in this gazeteer, for all the 'Islas' are listed
under T , all the 'Montes' under 'M', and so forth. In the
introductory pages there is no clue as to the reason for this
curious listing. It may have been used in deference to
totally monolingual readers who are unable to distinguish
between generic and specific parts of foreign names. Or it
may have been thought useful to bring most of the syno-

nyms together in discrete blocks, for even English syno-
nyms beginning with 'Mount' (for example, 'Mount
Andrew Jackson' for Mount Jackson) are listed under 'M'.
However, Antarctic specialists will easily overlok this
peculiarity of listing and find extremely useful an updated
edition of the only gazeteer to cover the whole Antarctic.
(G. Hattersley-Smith, The Crossways, Cranbrook, Kent
TN17 2AG.)

MORE FALKLAND ISLANDS POSTCARDS

1988 SUPPLEMENT TO POSTCARDS OF THE
FALKLAND ISLANDS. A CATALOGUE 1900-1950.
Heyburn, H. and F. 1989. Chippenham, Picton Publish-
ing. 109 p, illustrated, hard cover. ISBN 0-948251-40-9.
£14.95.
This work, a sequel to that reviewed in Polar Record (23
(144): 361,1986), is an illustrated catalogue of postcards,
mostly photographs, from the Falkland Islands and De-
pendencies. The first volume concluded with a page titled
Your turn!, inviting further illustrations and contributions.
The additional information sent to the authors, combined
with more of the authors' own indefatiguable research, has
added a substantial number of items to their original
catalogue and some extra information, and drawn attention
to a few errors. The system and style have remained
identical, especially the careful indexing, and much his-
torical detail of the Falkland Islands and their
dependencies.is again revealed from this study. The
authors have been rash enough to include another Your
turn! request at the end of this supplement I feel sure from
experience that compiling such a definitive list is fraught
with danger—the certainty that more entries will be found
as interest is aroused. A third volume is to be expected in
due course. (R. K. Headland, Scott Polar Research Insti-
tute, University of Cambridge, Lensfield Road, Cam-
bridge CB2 1ER.)

A SHACKLETON MAN

SHACKLETON'S LIEUTENANT: THE NIMROD DI-
ARY OF A. E. A. MACKINTOSH, BRITISH ANTARC-
TIC EXPEDITION 1907-09. Newman, S. (editor). 1990.
Auckland, Polar Publications. ISBN 0-473-00969-2.
144p, illustrated, hard cover. £16.50.

The diarist yEneas Mackintosh was a member of the first
expedition led by Ernest Shackleton, serving as second
officer aboard Nimrod, a small former Newfoundland
sealer. He records two Antarctic voyages, one to establish
the station at Cape Royds, Ross Island in 1907-08, and the
second to relieve the expedition in 1908-09. His account,
which includes much exploration in the Ross Sea region,
several inland journeys and summer sea ice traverses, is a
fascinating chronicle of events. The loss of an eye was
overcome by the diarist's character and resilience. The
editor and his colleagues R. McElrea (associate editor) and
D. Harrowfield (research and maps) have supplemented
the text with very helpful notes; the result is an essential
work which is a good complement to the official account
(Shackleton's Heart of the Antarctic), especially as it
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